If we go back to full-time instruction, what are your concerns?
(FULL RESPONSES)
I Mean someones going to get COVID
I dont have any, but my mom probably will.
Getting adjusted to that again. Having grades drop from the going back full time. COVID
becoming a big thing again.
None
Bullying will rise.
Nothing
Some of my concerns if we were to go back full time would be that the teachers would cram
everything in even more than they are now. I feel as if they would be playing catch up because
they dont exactly remember which group was taught what. This will also cause lots of repetition.
I have none
None
there would be more students in the cramped classrooms, so there would be more of a risk.
More people in the building at one time.
Nothing
Not really anything, just lunches
Bringing everyone back is going to pack the classrooms, we wonâ€™t be able to properly social
distance and having that many people in the building at once doubles the risk for an outbreak.
Getting mild symptoms.
No concerns
The learning curve. Getting used to the crowding again and noise level (not a bad thing, just
different).
That we get shut down again
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I have no concerns I just want to say that you should only have to wear a mask if you want too.
dont want to go back full instruction
we would have to go back full online
There is way to many students, my class alone is 100 or more. That is unsafe and there will be
a spread of the virus, its a fact
I don't have any concerns because kids will be seeing each other no matter what.
Masks for 8hrs a day 5 days a week.
none
people not wearing masks/ not wearing them correctly
None
Higher risk of getting Covid-19 in school
that one kid is going to get a case of covid and that'll make the entire school shut down and we
wouldn't be able to come to school at all and it'd be all online
Wearing a mask all day with little to no breaks.
well my mom got corona and i didn't get sick or showed any signs and I don't want to be
asymptomatic and be spreading it to people and not even know
My concerns are that if the school brings everyone back and we have an outbreak, then we
bring it home to a family member who is high risk, then it will be our fault.
My only concern is that somebody will have it and we will have to shut down. I just want to be
back in school honestly.
To many people in the classrooms and hallways
My concerns are that parents would complain and we would get shut down completely
None really parents could probably just choose if they want there kids to stay home and do
online or go to school. It all depends on the concerns of parents and if they think its best to do
online.
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I am concerned it will be even more unsafe than hybrid. Many kids aren't wearing their masks
correctly now, what will happen with roughly double the kids? What about lunch? We're
practically sitting right next to each other. Imagine how cramped we'll be with the tables full.
Getting Covid
Catching COVID 100%
if we go back my only concern is that if one person gets it it will spread like wild fire unlike now
where only half of the school would be at risk
Everything. I think going back is too soon. I am very scared of getting the virus. It's too soon to
be going back.
My only concerns would be someone gets the virus and we have to go all virtual.
I am really concerned about the mask break because if I get covid 19 my mother and father are
dead they are over 50 years old
none because im getting my full education and not just half education
I am not scared to get it myself, but I do not want to bring it home and give it to family members
or friends who it would affect more seriously.
my concerns would be that if we go back and we continue the procedure of if someone goes to
the nurse for a something as little as a headache students will be sent home students should be
sent home if they come to school with a fever because students who have bad eye site get
headaches from being in a bright lighted environment for too long and get a headache from not
wearing their glasses.
More people bigger risk of getting it
It’ll be hard to get use to
With my mother frequently visiting my grandparents (60 and 65 with many risk factors), it does
worry me that my household could contract the virus and pass it along to them. This is a
personal issue, and one that I still ponder on. If I were to speak on behalf of my fellow students,
I am not sure what I would say. I would most definitely be forced to go back to the a normal
schedule if that is what the school decides, as my parents are not as concerned as I may be. I
thought about this question from a more personal standpoint, and not one about my own health,
nor the health of my peers, so I apologize for my misconception if so.
the interaction of all the students, if one child as covid all of us are at risk, is it worht it?
Obviously, still the virus
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My concerns are that the cases are going to spike up again like what happened in April and
March of the beginning of the year.

I wouldnâ€™t go back to normal school
is getting shut down because of a covid case
I don't think that I have any concerns. I think that going back full time would be best for
everyone.
Everything
Nothing really
Just the amount of kids in one group at a time.
How will teachers use the social distancing rules?
#NAME?
Getting carona because we cant enforce socal distancing. I really dont think its a good ideah to
go full time right now keep hybrid. Plus it would be a big change for the students and staff to
fully readjust to the new school style again making productivity slower than before.
Getting the virus and school and sports being shut down
N/A
none, its just school
Will we be able to social distance? Are mask breaks going to be able to continue with that many
people? How is the cafeteria gonna be set up with that many people? Are the teachers going to
feel safe?
How are we going to get kids back on the same page education wise?
My concerns is mostly health. The safety of the students, staff, and families. As well as my own
stress levels. Iâ€™ve already been extremely stressed at one point this year, and with full in
person it may be worse for myself and other students. It is understandable that some students
may be having trouble with virtual, but for my own concerns, virtual has been quite easy. But my
main concern is the health of the community.
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My concern is that if one student tests positive, it will spread like wildfire. We are not social
distanced in the classrooms, hallways, or cafeteria. Most people wear their mask below their
nose anyway.
how is everyone still going to be able to social distance?
There are several groups of students who already disobey the guidances put in place. If we go
back with everyone present, it will only be a matter of weeks before we go online. There is no
way to keep 500 students safe and properly clean the building. The people who wants to come
back 5 days a week want to have a normal school. I get that, but we canâ€™t have a normal
school year when weâ€™re all at home learning from videos for over half of the year.
Getting COVID and bringing it back to my new born niece
Where will all of the students social distance at lunch and classes? There is no way to social
distance with all of these kids in one class. You are 100% more likely to get COVID-19 if you
canâ€™t social distance. Plus, we will not be able to safely do mask breaks with all of these
students in class.
If someone contracted COVID-19 (especially a teacher) it would snowball quickly
Getting COVID-19. The school doesnâ€™t understand that mask breaks allow us to spread the
virus to one another. Along with using the same desk as other students, same materials, same
everything.
I worry that I will be very stressed and not have enough time to do my work. I participate in extra
curricular activities and if I get a lot of work every night, I might be up past midnight doing it.
Also, I am very comfortable in my small classes right now. If we go back full time, I will be
uncomfortable and nervous in my classes because the size will have doubled. I am used to the
kids in each of my classes now but I know I am not ready to go back full-time with everyone.
None
None. I think even if someone were to get coronavirus, going back full time would have more of
a positive impact than a negative one. Kids need to be in school. It gives structure to their lives,
provides them with social interaction that is safe, and will make sure they are getting educated
to the best of their ability.
Getting cases and having to go full virtual
The transition
NONE
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Even more mask-wearing and some of us have health issues including me so it is VERY VERY
difficult to breathe.
Social distancing, mask usage, and cleaning things
concerns are that it's not going to last and the school will send us to all virtual
How close we will all be in the classrooms
Getting covid-19 and giving it to my grandparents that I live with. I don't care if I get it but it
would be bad for my grandparents.
I am concerned about bringing it home to my parents/grandparents. Obviously my grandparents
are old, so their risk of getting it is very high. It frustrates me that the school district is not taking
this factor into consideration. The only thing the school district is worried about is the fact that
LAZY and CARELESS kids are failing and not doing their virtual work. If your child is not doing
well with virtual days, then the parents should request that their child should attend school full
time. All of us students should not be thrown back into this GERM BOX full time, all because
some students are failing and not doing well. That is not our problem. The whole point of the
hybrid schedule was to keep us students/staff safe, and now that some students aren't adapting,
we're being forced to come back full time. If I were to carry the virus home to my parents or
grandparents, I will be very upset and actually beyond frustrated.
People won't practice sanitary conditions.
That everyone will get the covid- 19
that we would all get it you cant trap us in a school and say hey these maks will help we need a
break from school and not be around people all day
Would we close down if something goes wrong or if the cases go up?
Getting covid
its a lot of people in the school at once so if someone has covid they would come in contact with
a lot more people. readjusting to going everyday and waking up for school that early more often
No mask
Packing students into classes and some people not following guidelines.
NA
crowded classes
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That teachers will become more strict on the guidelines and there will be less mask breaks than
there already are.
It is impossible to maintain social distancing within the classroom.
I live with my two elderly grandparents who both have preexisting conditions. One has to work
to supply us with money while the other takes care of my 96 year old great grandma. If I get
covid, I'd probably end up okay, but not them. The school is gambling with the lives of our
families and I am disgusted by the thought that they would even consider going back.

I dont have any I think it is a wonderful idea!
I am concerned that I will be more stressed out with both the regular school stress but now also
the anxiety of catching covid. Also, it could be hard for teachers to adapt their lesson plans back
to full time school. Most of my teachers have us do online school work on canvas whether we
are at school or not, so I don't see why coming back to school full time is very necessary. I am
also concerned that there will not be enough room for social distancing in classrooms and lunch
rooms, let alone the gym. The gym has been taking the kids outside for PE so they can exercise
and maintain social distance, but as winter approaches, this will become increasingly difficult.
none
If a someone has COVID that means other half of the school that joins with team A can add up
to more numbers.
Being there everyday
I feel as if it will be harder to maintain CDC guidelines with social distancing. And I feel like
theyâ€™ll be much more strict on the mask which is already a big problem as it is.
My only concern is that we just settled into the hybrid schedule, and itâ€™ll be tough for the
students to get back into the five day weeks.
Not being able to take a 10-minute mask break
Nothing.
Wearing a mask all day
Getting COVID
People not wearing masks and social distancing
If we do end up getting a case
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Iâ€™m concerned about getting Covid.
None I think its best for all
People will not continue to wear masks and use proper hygiene to eliminate the spread of the
virus.
none
Will classrooms have enough space to distance the students?

people getting sick and then having to go cyber
That people are not going to take the precautions seriously.
Social distance? Some rooms are 25+ students and a teacher. The rooms are not big enough to
safely distance students. No mask breaks so what might happen is whiney students will take
them off any way or do that under the nose thing that won't help anything. It's not safe, no one
will be able to safely distance themselves from anyone.
If someone I come in contact with has Covid just for the simple fact I would have to be
quarantined and that would lead to me not being able to work at my job and it could risk my
grandparents health.
Getting my family members sick.
how we would get mask breaks when we cant social distance within a classroom
That we will still have to wear a face mask.
"Nothing
We have to go to full online
The fact that social distancing will be nonexistent and the spread of COVID will spread rapidly
and we will all end up all remote.
Dying
someone will end up with covid and it will spread and once again we will be let out for full time
online are desks going to wiped down before every class? will i be able to have more class
time? will covid-19 be prone to spread duet student activity?
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because there is so many symptoms of covid that kids with the flue will get quarantined and
then all the kids that where in contact with them will to and then sooner or later its going to be
like state college of Penn State main where there is 30% of students in quarantine and then
there entire year is ruined.
Contraction and spreading COVID-19. Social distance rules not being followed. Classes being
all over the place. Overcrowded classrooms and gym classes.
going home and getting a parent sick
nothing... I can keep my distance and not touch everything getting more work pilled on of what
we already have and messing up my current schedule. I like having smaller classes and it helps
me concentrate better.
Nothing. I think we should go for it. Survival of the fittest
Im concerned that COVID guidelines will be too extreme and annoying. That would most likley
lower my attention to learning
I will not go back
I think it would be much more difficult to social distance.
Teachers might want to get back into the swing of things and load us all up with work and we
might not be prepared because we have not been in a regular classroom since March so it is
going to take lots of time to get used to things and I am afraid that teachers are not going to
realize that until it is too late. So when we go back into in-person instruction, I would like the
teachers to continue to give us an extended due date also because Covid-19 is not gone, there
is still stress for some students.
Nothing
Theres no chance we wouldnt get COVID, there are hundreds of us in the same place.
Theres already no social distancing at school as it is.
too many kids too many risks
None
I am concerned more people will get the virus and it will lead to a shutdown of the school and
sports.
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I feel I will get less help in school, more stress, less sleep, and could give my high risk brother a
higher chance at getting Covid which could kill him.
None
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